
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Check your grammar: matching – conjunctions  

Match the two parts of the sentence and write a–h next to the numbers 1–8.  

1…….. We wanted to go to the show a. so we don’t get there late. 

2…….. I often make omelettes b. or at the football match? 

3…….. Shall we go to the cinema c. because he laughs in his sleep. 

4…….. Burgers are very tasty d. and watch that film you were talking about? 

5…….. My neighbours are friendly e. because they’re quick and easy. 

6…….. Do you know if he’s at home f. although they are not very healthy. 

7…….. Pick me up early, please, g. but they’re noisy. 

8…….. We know he has great dreams h. but there weren’t any seats left. 

 

2. Check your grammar: multiple choice – conjunctions   

Circle the correct conjunction to complete these sentences.  

1. I’d love to stay   so / and / but   I have to catch my bus. 

2. His hot chocolate was too hot   so / and / but   he put some cold milk in it. 

3. Or / Although / Because   we had an umbrella, we got extremely wet. 

4. I only passed my exam   because / but / although   you helped me. 

5. They were hungry   but / because / so   they made some sandwiches. 

6. We can go to the pool   and / but / or   we can go horse-riding, whichever you prefer. 

7. She didn’t want him to see her   and / so / although   she hid behind a plant. 

8. He’s in the town centre   so / because / but   he wants to look for shoes. 

9. I’m definitely coming tonight,   or / because / although   I could be a bit late. 

10. 
We can go to the shop before we go to Clare’s house   and / or / so   go to Clare’s house first to 

see if she needs anything. What do you think? 

 

Grammar videos: Conjunctions: and, or, but, so, because and although – exercises  

 

Watch the video on our website and read the 

conversation between Sophie and Hakan. Then do 

these exercises to check your understanding of 

English conjunctions. 



 
 
 

 

3. Check your grammar: ordering – conjunctions   

Write the words in the correct order to make sentences.  

1. don’t | or | eat cheese | butter. | I  

 
…………………………………………………………………………………….………………….. 

2. but | him. | like | I | annoying | He’s 

 
…………………………………………………………………………………….………………….. 

3. salad for lunch. | very hungry | we’re having | We’re not | so 

 
…………………………………………………………………………………….………………….. 

4. Although | very often. | a lot of friends, | she has | she doesn’t go out 

 
…………………………………………………………………………………….………………….. 

5. to China | He’s been | this year. | Brazil | and 

 
…………………………………………………………………………………….………………….. 

6. or go | Would you | to the chocolate factory? | swimming | rather go 

 
…………………………………………………………………………………….………………….. 

7. bed late | because | He’s tired | he went to | last night. | today 

 
…………………………………………………………………………………….………………….. 

8. was terrible. | had a good time | We | although | the weather 

 
…………………………………………………………………………………….………………….. 

 

 

 

Discussion  

Do you think you would enjoy camping at a music festival? Why or why not?  

 


